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Sportsbook Product - What does it entail?

ACCESS

iOS App

Android App

Desktop/Web

Multi State Capabilities

Retail

PRODUCTS/FEATURES

Fully compliant product Responsible Gaming Feature Suite

Pre-Game Wagering In-Game Wagering

Free Bets Odds Boosts

Cross Sport Parlays + Teasers Pools (Cash and FTP)

Props Missions / Rewards

Data Science Personalisation Stats

Flash Bet / Instant Betting Multiple Deposit/Withdrawal Options

Biometric Log In + 2 FA FAQs / CX Chat Service
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Safe and secure 
Registration, 

Document Upload, 
KYC Processing, and 

Source of Funds 
validation

Identity 
Verification 

Players can limit 
their spend, time on 
site, and deposits.  
They can also self 

exclude themselves 
from all gaming 
sites statewide 

through our 
platform

Plugin technology 
to detect the exact 

location of a user at 
login, bet 

placement and all 
account 

transactions

Responsible 
Gaming Limits

State of the art 
Geolocation

Our top priority has been to ensure the delivery of a 
safe and responsible gaming platform

Payment Card 
Industry (PCI) level 1 

certified platform 
gives users a “peace 
of mind” that their 
information and 

transactions can be 
trusted with us

Secure 
Payments 
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Responsible Gaming

Here's what we do to make that happen:

● Provide users the ability to set self-imposed gaming limits
● Offer users to enter exclusion programs & to set Cool-off periods 
● Participate in programs and initiatives to increase problem gambling awareness.
● Prevent underage gambling.

From account creation, to the moment a customer gets their hands on winnings; our  #1 priority
is to make sure they’re playing safely and responsibly.
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New User Registration
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Registration Continued
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Sportsbook Screenshots
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Live Betting Screenshots
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Pools and Brackets
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